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Accio Yarn! 

From the heart of my favorite 

magical world comes this fun 

creation! 

Materials 

 Yarn: Worsted Weight 4 (light 

Grey, buff, Periwinkle blue, 

Heather Grey, white, black and 

Royal Blue 

 Hook: 4.0 mm/G, 3.5 mm/E 

 Notions: poly-fil, scissors, 

yarn needle 

 12” of 20-gauge silver wire 

 Needle nose pliers  

Sizing 

 Finished plush measures 8 

inches from top to bottom 

 Gauge: 4 stitches and 4 rows 

is = 1” 

 

 

Pattern Key 

 Ch: Chain 

 Sl St: Slip Stitch  

 Sc/Dc: US Single Crochet/UK 

Double Crochet 

 Dec: Decrease 

 Blo: Back Loop Only 

 

Experience Level 

Intermediate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Headmaster Plush by 

Crafty Ridge 
 

 
It does not do to dwell on 

dreams and forget to live… 

Angela Warren-Mixson 

Of Crafty Ridge Designs 

CraftyRidge@gmail.com 

www.Facebook.com/CraftyRidge 
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Specialty Stitching 

 

US Single Crochet/UK Double Crochet: Insert hook in stitch 

indicated and pull up a loop (two loops on hook), yarn 

over, pull through both loops on hook. 

 

Decrease: Insert hook in stitch indicated and pull up a 

loop, insert hook in next stitch and pull up a loop, yarn 

over and pull through all loops on hook.  

 

Magic Circle tutorial 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Gehu8hL6xQ  

 

Special Pattern Notes:  

 Pattern is written in American (US) and English (UK) 

terms. (US/UK = sc/dc)  

 Body of pattern, wig cap and hat are worked in one 

continuous spiral; you will not join or chain at end 

of each row 

 I advise using a stitch marker to keep track of your 

first stitch. 

 If you do not want to use the Magic Circle Method, you 

can also use the chain two method in which you chain 

two and then do your first set of stitches in the 

first chain 

 Color Changes: To change colors, do not finish last 

stitch before new color, instead pull new color 

through last two loops of previous color to finish 

stitch and create next stitch with new color.  

Yardage 

 130 yards of Light 

Grey 

 104 yards of buff 

 140 yards of 

Periwinkle Blue 

 2 yards of Heather 

Grey 

 1 yard of Royal Blue  

 1 yard of white 

 1 yard of black

 

 

Approximately 414 total yards 

 

 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Gehu8hL6xQ
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Body with 4.00 mm hook 

1: Using Buff yarn begin with Magic Circle or ch 2, create 

6 sc/dc in circle and tighten so there is no hole (6) 

2: 2 sc/dc in each st (12) 

3: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next st, repeat from * 

(18) 

4: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 2 st, repeat from * 

(24) 

5: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 3 st, repeat from * 

(30) 

6: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 4 st, repeat from * 

(36) 

7: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 5 st, repeat from * 

(42) 

8: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 6 st, repeat from * 

(48) 

9: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 7 st, repeat from * 

(54) 

10: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 8 st, repeat from 

* (60) 

11-25: sc/dc in each st (60) 

26: change to Periwinkle Blue yarn and sc/dc in each st 

around (60) 

27-41: sc/dc in each st (60) 

42: *dec, sc/dc in next 8 st, repeat from * (54) 

43: *dec, sc/dc in next 7 st, repeat from * (48) 

44: *dec, sc/dc in next 6 st, repeat from * (42) 

45: *dec, sc/dc in next 5 st, repeat from * (36) 

 Begin stuffing here  

46: *dec, sc/dc in next 4 st, repeat from * (30) 

47: *dec, sc/dc in next 3 st, repeat from * (24) 

48: *dec, sc/dc in next 2 st, repeat from * (18) 

49: *dec, sc/dc in next st, repeat from * (12) 

 Make sure body is stuffed firmly before closing 

50: *dec, repeat from *, tie off and weave in ends (6) 
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Wig Cap with 4.00 mm hook 

With Light Grey Yarn 

1: Begin with Magic Circle or ch 2, create 6 sc/dc in 

circle and tighten so there is no hole (6) 

2: 2 sc/dc in each st (12) 

3: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next, repeat from * (18) 

4: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 2 st, repeat from * 

(24) 

5: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 3 st, repeat from * 

(30) 

6: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 4 st, repeat from * 

(36) 

7: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 5 st, repeat from * 

(42) 

8: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 6 st, repeat from * 

(48) 

9: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 7 st, repeat from * 

(54) 

10: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 8 st, repeat from 

* (60) 

11-16: sc/dc in each st (60) 

17: sc/dc in each st, tie off and leave length to sew to 

body (60) 

 Wig Cap is attached at an angle to the top of the 

plush, with the front of the cap sitting at row 12 and 

the back of the cap sitting just at row 18 

 You will not add your hair until after the Wig Cap is 

sewn onto the plush. See assembly notes and picture 

tutorials below for help. 

 Check out this awesome video on how to work with a wig 

cap and add hair to your plush by CraftyisCool 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PfMYJMyqYEI 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PfMYJMyqYEI
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Attaching the hair is fun and easy. After sewing your Wig 

Cap on you will then cut some lengths for your hair. I cut 

a bunch but you can always cut more if you run out and I 

also cut them pretty long so that folded they are about 6-

6.5 inches long. 

Step 1: Start by marking 10 stitches on the very front of 

the wig cap. You will mot ne working hair in between these 

markers. 

Step 2: Cut your hair and then folding the pieces in half, 

pull the folded piece through with your hook and then pull 

the ends through the loop. Similar to latch hook.  

Work from one stitch marker all the way around the last row 

of the wig cap to the other stitch marker, leaving the 

front open for his face. 

Step 3: Continue to work from stitch marker to stitch 

marker on the next 5 rows. This will give him lots of hair 

but leave the top open so his hat fits properly. 

Step 4: Now decide if he needs a haircut. I cut a few 

longer strands but left him pretty long for the most part.   
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Attaching the Hair and Mustache 

Beard and Mustache 

 Cut the lengths for the beard and mustache the same 

size as the hair.  

Mark your center stitch exactly 5 rows up from the robe. 

Here you will attach the Headmasters mustache. Cut 10 

lengths of yarn at about 10 inches, mark their center and 

tie them onto the marked stitch. This creates his mustache. 

For the beard you will attach lengths to the face by 

folding them in half and pulling the loop through, then 

pulling the lengths through the loop just like you do with 

the wig cap. You will be working these directly into the 

face under the mustache. You will work a total of 2 rows of 

20, centered just under his mustache. This will give him a 

full beard. His hair will fall down on both sides of the 

beard when finished.  
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Eyes with 3.5 mm hook (make 2) 

 

Rnd 1: With black yarn create a magic circle, make 5 sc/dc 

in black and one sc/dc in white inside the magic circle, 

join to 1st st, tie off and weave in ends (6 sc/dc) 

 

Rnd 2: With blue yarn join with a sc/dc in the 1st black st 

of previous round, 1 more sc/dc in same st, 2 sc/dc in next 

3 sts (8 sc/dc) 

 

• Next round is continued by joining with a sl st and 

working in a continuous round overlapping your first few 

stitches. 

 

Rnd 3: Change to black and sl st in next 4 sts, change to 

white and sl st in next 7 sts, tie off and leave length for 

sewing. (11 sl sts) 

 

• Attach both eyes to face at row 19 with 4-5 stitches 

in the space between them. You will want to make sure they 

are centered on the front of the plush 

 

Hat with 4.00 mm hook 

1: With Periwinkle Blue, begin with Magic Circle or ch 2, 

create 8 sc/dc in circle and tighten so there is no hole 

(8) 

2: 2 sc/dc in each st (16) 

3: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next st, repeat from * 

(24) 

4: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 2 st, repeat from * 

(32) 

5: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 3 st, repeat from * 

(40) 

6: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 4 st, repeat from * 

(48) 

7: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 5 st, repeat from * 

(56) 

8: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 6 st, repeat from * 

(64) 

9: *2sc/dc in first st, 1 sc/dc in next 7 st, repeat from * 

(72) 
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10: in blo (*dec, sc/dc in next 7 st) repeat from * (64) 

11-15: sc/dc in each st (64) 

With Heather Grey sl st around row 15 

16: continue with Periwinkle, sc/dc in each st of row 15, 

tie off and weave in ends. 

 

 

 

 

 

Glasses 

Begin with a 12” piece of 20-gauge silver wire and a pair 

of needle nose pliers. Measure 2 ½” from one end and bend 

wire creating a 90-degree angle, make a tight loop at the 

90- degree angle.  

Bend wire to create bottom brim of first lens. 

Wrap wire around about midway down the 2 ½” length 4 times. 

Bend wire to create bottom brim of second lens. 

Wrap wire around end of 2 ½” length. Create small loop on 

short end length so your lens doesn’t slide off the end.  

Cut extra off and fold in half around the brim and twist at 

the back of the glasses. Attach by slipping this piece in-

between stitches centered between the eyes. You can also 

dab a bit of glue on the end and slip it into the stitches 

centered between the eyes to make them a bit more secure.   
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Patterns for the Magical Plush Collection are now available 

in all of my shops. 

 

This is an original pattern, designed and written by 

Angela Warren-Mixson of Crafty Ridge. Do not share, sell 

or redistribute this pattern as your own. You are more 

than welcome to gift, donate or sell items that you make 

from the pattern but do not use any photos from this 

pattern to sell your own product. Please use photos of 

your own work. Please remember to credit Crafty Ridge as 

the designer. Thank you. 

 

 

If you have any questions or concerns regarding this 

pattern, please feel free to send me a message on Ravelry 

or  

www.Facebook.com/CraftyRidge 

 

Crafty Ridge patterns can be found on my blog at 

www.CraftyRidge.com on Ravelry at 

http://www.ravelry.com/designers/crafty-ridge and on 

Craftsy at http://www.craftsy.com/user/747395/pattern-store  

  

 

http://www.facebook.com/CraftyRidge
http://www.craftyridge.com/
http://www.ravelry.com/designers/crafty-ridge
http://www.craftsy.com/user/747395/pattern-store

